
Introduction
This study investigates how filamentous actin plays a role in mitochondrial fission (separation of mitochondria from a single
mitochondrion into two).

Conclusions

Actin polymerization from single g-actins to strings/chains of f-actin allows mitochondrial fission to occur. 

Actin associates with the outer membrane of the mitochondrion, not the inner membrane, to likely allow the 
movement of mitochondrion to undergo fission. 

Amendments

Study Design & Additional Notes

Essentially all of this study is microscopy work - meaning, looking and measuring the fluorescence 
intensity and localization of particular proteins within the cell. The researchers use a series of fluorescent 
proteins to determine the behavior of the cell, specifically around the mitochondria and actin proteins. 
Mitochondria are organelles that fulfill a series of responsibilities for the cell's existence, and filamentous 
actin (f-actin) are chains of put together single actin proteins (g-actin). Actin is used for cell motility. 

Mitochondria replicate by dividing into two, this is called mitochondrial fission. If mitochondria combine, 
this is called mitochondrial fusion. Mitochondria have two membranes - the inner membrane and the 
outer membrane. 

DRP is a protein that allows mitochondrial fission to occur. 
Opa is a protein that allows mitochondrial fusion to occur. 
MFN is a protein that allows mitochondrial fusion to occur. 
MFF is a protein that allows mitochondrial fission to occur. 
Cyto C is a protein located in the inner membrane of the mitochondrion.
TOM is a protein located in the outer membrane of the mitochondrion. 
FCCP is a drug that induces stress on the cell and leads to mitochondrial fission. 

The general idea being tested is if mitochondria require or are in some way dependent on polymerized g -
actin (called f-actin) to form into their chain life structure (again, called f-actin) to allow mitochondria to 
undergo fission or fusion. 

1 Mitochondrial fusion (mitochondria pinching apart) and fusion (mitochondria coming 
together into one) are imperative for a healthy cell.

1.

2 For mitochondrial fission to occur, the protein Drp needs to be recruited/moved to the 
outer mitochondrial membrane (mitochondria has an outer and inner membrane) and this 
recruitment is controlled by other proteins - the Drp receptors that allow Drp to bind the 
outer mitochondrial membrane, as well as a mediating protein called Mff, and other 
mitochondrial fission proteins Fis and proteins 49 and 51. Also, the ubiquitin ligase 
MARCH5 may be involved. Please see "additional information" for more information. 

2.
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3

Drp proteins come together on the mitochondrial outer membrane and form cutting sites in 
the membrane to open the outer membrane to the cytosol of the cell. After cutting the 
membrane, Drp re-localizes/moves to the cytosol of the cell, leaving the cut outer 
membrane of the mitochondria. 

It is thought that the proteins SENP and MARCH regulate this process of moving Drp to 
and from the mitochondrial outer membrane. 

3.

Actin, a movement protein that allows mitochondria and other pieces to move within the 
cell, may be a key protein to regulate mitochondrial size by helping retain Drp at the 
mitochondrial membrane. 

4.4
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Figure 1: The researchers are taking microscope images of fluorescing proteins in cells, 

and as the proteins are different colors, the pictures can be "overlayed" to see if there is a 
common trend between the two proteins studied in each image. F-actin (red) is filamentous 
actin and is the protein of interest in this study because it is the movement protein that allows 
mitochondria to move within the cell, as well as allows proteins to associate and dissociate from 
the mitochondria. Cyto C is cytochrome C (green) and is a marker of mitochondrial presence. 
1A. MEFs: These images are taken in cells that are unmanipulated (control). 1B. MEFs 
(+FCCP): These images are in similar cells as 1A, but a fission inducing drug has been added 
(FCCP). 1C. Drp1-/- MEFs: These images are in cells that cannot genetically express Drp1 (as 
in, they do not create it). 1D. Drp1 -/- MEFs (+FCCP): These images are of cells that do not 
express Drp1, but are also treated with fission stimulating/inducing drug FCCP. 1E. 
Quantification of the amount of f-actin in several cell types (AntA is another mitochondrial fission 
inducer). 1F. Quantification of Drp localization to the mitochondrial outer membrane in varying 
conditions (MEFs: control; Mff -/- : Cells do not express Mff protein; with and without FCCP). 
1G. This shows mitochondrial visual changes with FCCP and AntA treatments (both induce 
fission). LatB stops actin from polymerizing (coming together). 

Primary Results
- FCCP leads to smaller mitochondria (assumed through fission). 
- The removal of Drp1 leads to excessively long mitochondria (assumed inhibition of fission)
- More FCCP and AntA (inducing mitochondrial fission) reduce the amount of actin that 
polymerizes in all conditions (with and without Drp and Mff and Mfn).
- With Mff knockout (no expression in the cells), there is reduced Drp1 localization/association 
with mitochondria. 
- With increasing mitochondrial fission drugs (FCCP, AntA), there is more mitochondrial swelling 
and fragmentation (the latter due to fission, likely). This is reduced when actin is inhibited. 

Take Away: Drp1 is a necessary fission protein and without Mff, Drp1 has difficulty 

localizing to the mitochondria. Actin polymerization allows mitochondria to undergo 
fission/fragmentation. 
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Figure 2: [A&B] Cells were allowed to enter their cell division (mitosis) to create a new cell, 

but were blocked at their growth and DNA replication phase, then all were allowed to continue 
their cell replication cycle from the same start point. Alexa-Phalloidin (red) is fluorescing the 
actin proteins. Cytochrome c (green) is fluorescing a protein to show mitochondria. DAPI (blue) 
is fluorescing to show nuclear DNA. Overlay is all the protein fluorescence shown in one image). 
[C] Quantification of A&B by showing the amount of actin protein relative to mitochondrial 
fragmentation (fission) at varying phases of the cell replication cycle. 

Primary Results
Based on the images, there is significant overlap/association between f -actin (red) and 
mitochondria (green) in prophase. 

Take Away: During cell division, when mitochondria need to be split between two cells, 
mitochondria are heavily associated with actin. 
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Figure 3: [A-J] These are images of single cells that are fluorescing red for actin, and green for mitochondria 

(outer or inner mitochondria). Then, the two fluorescences are quantified for how closely associated (as in, how far 
apart they are from one another) they are. The cells are all different - [A,B] Wild type (genetically normal) cells with 
FCCP treatment (encourages mitochondrial fission); [C,D] Cells that do not express MFN (mitofusin, therefor they do 
not fuse mitochondria together) + FCCP; [E,F] Cells that do not express DRP1 (mitochondrial fission protein) + 
FCCP. [G,H] These cells are the exact same conditions as 3E and 3F, but for TOM20, which is an outer
mitochondrial membrane protein (as opposed to E & F that look at inner mitochondrial proteins - cytochrome c). 

Primary Results
- Cytochrome c is in the inner membrane of the mitochondria, and the images show actin around cytochrome c, but 
not overlapping.
- When looking at TOM20, the outer membrane of the mitochondria, the images show actin being in closer proximity 
to the outer membrane.

Take Away: This data implies that actin is associated with the outer membrane of the mitochondria, not with 

the inner membrane. 
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Figure 4: The researchers are confirming the association between f -actin and mitochondria by changing the 

genetic code of the cells to express an Actin-Binding Protein (ABP) that binds f-actin and fluoresces red (mRuby-
Lifeact), while also changing the genetic code to have mitochondria express a fluorescence that looks green (mito -
YFP). ABP does bind g-actin (single actin proteins), but the researchers are interested in f -actin (filamentous - chains 
of actin), which ABP binds to a much greater degree. Then, FCCP (mitochondrial fission stimulator) is used over a 
time course from 0-16 minutes to see the effect (do mitochondria associated with f -actin?).

Primary Results:

- Comparing the 0 minute mark with the 16 minute mark, the red indication of f -actin intensifies. 
- Concomitantly, comparing the 0 minute to 16 minute mark, the green indication of mitochondria does fragment as 
mitochondria appear smaller. 

Take Away: There is an association with increased f-actin presence and increased mitochondrial fission. 
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Figure 5: The researchers wanted to know if actin polymerization regulating proteins (proteins that allow or 

disallow actin polymerization) could be increased or decreased in expression and it lead to a change in mitochondrial 
fission. Using RNAi (inhibitory RNA that stop the expression of a particular gene), the researchers then observed if 
mitochondrial fission was affected. The control (unmanipulated cells) is GFP-RNAi (an inhibitory RNA that does not 
affect the expression of the genes of interest). These experiments typically use several RNAi for the same 
gene/protein to confirm the effect is consistent [D,E,J]. [K] shows the percentage of mitochondria that are fragments 
(fission), normal, or fused (fusion/no fission) with the inhibition of several different actin regulating proteins compared 
to control. 

Primary Results:

- Inhibition of several of these actin polymerization regulating proteins, individually, leads to more of these fused 
mitochondria.

Take Away: Decreasing the actin regulating proteins decreases the ability for mitochondria to maintain a normal 

shape (if that’s due to inability to maintain fission or undergoing fusion is technically unknown here, although the 
assumption is due to the inability to engage in fission). 
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Figure 6: The researchers wanted to know if actin polymerization regulating proteins (proteins that allow or 

disallow actin polymerization) could be increased or decreased in expression and it lead to a change in mitochondrial 
fusion. Using RNAi (inhibitory RNA that stop the expression of a particular gene), the researchers then observed if 
mitochondrial fusion was affected. They also inhibit particular mitochondrial fusion proteins (MFN and Opa) and see 
what impact that has on the cells, as well as combinations of inhibitions including both actin regulating and 
mitochondrial fusion. The control (unmanipulated cells) is GFP -RNAi (an inhibitory RNA that does not affect the 
expression of the genes of interest). The percent quantification of mitochondrial morphology (what they look like -
overly long, normal, or fragmented) of 6A-F is found in 6G. Then, again, with FCCP (stressor that induces fission), in 
6I-M. In 6N,O,P, the researchers are measuring the ability for mitochondria to fuse (so, moving from bright to diffuse 
across an area as the fluorescent marker is dispersed between two mitochondria fusing) in different inhibitory 
conditions. 

Primary Results
- If actin regulating proteins are inhibited at the same time that fusion proteins are inhibited, the mitochondrial 
morphology remains largely normal (MFN2 inhibition) - unless critical fusion proteins are inhibited (Opa1), in which 
case fission dominates as no fusion is possible. 
- Inhibition of the actin regulating proteins leads to inhibition of fission, even with fission stimulation by stressor FCCP.
- Fusion is unaffected by actin polymerization regulating protein inhibition. 

Take Away: Actin polymerization affects mitochondrial fission more than it affects fusion.
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Figure 7: The researchers wanted to know if actin polymerization regulating proteins (proteins that allow or 

disallow actin polymerization) could be increased or decreased in expression and it lead to a change in mitochondrial 
fission. Using RNAi (inhibitory RNA that stop the expression of a particular gene), the researchers then observed if 
mitochondrial fission was affected. The control (unmanipulated cells) is GFP -RNAi (an inhibitory RNA that does not 
affect the expression of the genes of interest). They are fluorescing DRP in green, which is a fission protein, as well 
as the outer mitochondrial membrane protein TOM20 and comparing the fluorescence intensity in control cells 
(unmanipulated), as well as two actin polymerization regulating protein inhibitions (cofilin and cortactin RNAi) to see if 
the two proteins co-localize (are around one another). Quantification is in 7D, and amount of filamentous actin is in 
7E (DMSO is a control, it does not affect the cells).

Primary Results
- With actin regulating proteins knocked down, there is greater colocalization of DRP (fission protein) and TOM20 
(outer mitochondrial membrane protein). 
- With FCCP (stressor the induces mitochondrial fission), there is greater actin polymerization, even with inhibition of 
actin regulating proteins (because the inhibition is not complete and absolute).

Take Away: When actin cannot polymerize, DRP likely binds mitochondria, but fission is impaired. Actin highly 

polymerizes when induced to undergo fission. 
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Figure 8: [A-F] The researchers are looking at the co-localization (are they near one another?) within the cell 

of two proteins - an actin regulating protein (cortactin, cofilin, Arp) and mitochondrial proteins (TOM20 - outer 
membrane of the mitochondria; Cyto C - Inner membrane of the mitochondria) - quantified in [G]. WT is wild type 
(normal cells, unmanipulated) while DRP1 -/- are DRP knockout cells that do not express DRP1 (fission protein). 

Primary Results
- There is greater colocalization of actin regulating proteins with mitochondria in the DRP deficient/knockout cells. 

Take Away: When mitochondrial fission is not possible, actin proteins accumulate on the mitochondria. 
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